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Portugal" of the Champalinaud Foundation in Lisbon
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President JM Barroso deliver a speech at Champalinaud Foundation in Lisbon in the framework of the seminar
diplomatic "Projectar Portugal" Short visit at the Fundation Champalinaud Foundation
http://www.fchampalimaud.org/home/ http://goo.gl/maps/z7eMO
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THREE SHOTS - External view of the Champalinaud
Foundation
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TWO SHOTS - Arrival of the José Manuel Barroso, EC
President
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FOUR SHOTS - Views from the auditorium.
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SPEECH (in Portuguese) by José Manuel Barroso: " Myth
number five, europe showed no solidarity with countries in
crisis, or another variation much current, we need a new
Marshall Plan !!! False !!!. If we take the example of
Greece, and even excluding the new plan recently
approved for the country, the European international
assistance, including loans, debt forgiveness from private
funds from the EU budget makes a total of three hundred
and eighty thousand million of euros. This is equivalent to
one hundred seventy-seven percent of Greek GDP, about
thirty-four thousand euros per Greek citizen, compared
with these one hundred seventy-seven percent in aid, the
Marshall Plan was about two point one percent of the GDP
of countries supported. Myth number six, the European
Union or belong to the euro is imposing austerity to states
members and citizens!!! False!!! With or without the euro!!
With or without EU!!! Such policies would necessarily be
pursued" !!!!! THIS IS NOT AN OFFICIAL TRANSLATION
!!!!!!
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EIGHT SHOTS - Short visit at the laboratories of the
Champalinaud Foundation
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